
Dancing Cat Morning Tasks - 9/18/2019 
 
 
Check the daily log notebook for information from the day before; look at the log for any cats 
needing medication, special food or behavior concerns.  
 
Check the space including couches and floors for any sign of cat vomit, pee or poop. Clean the 
floor by spraying with tile cleaner from the spray bottle, using a damp paper towel. Alternatively, 
use a sanitizing wipe to clean the floor. Clean rug and upholstery with Nature’s Miracle and/or 
Anti-Icky Poo.  
 
Morning feeding: plates are used for wet food. Use 1⁄4-1⁄3 can per plate. Add 1 scoop of 
L-lysine to each plate prior to putting wet food on the plate. Refill dry food bowls as needed. Put 
out 2 bowls in front room and 1 in storage are if none are there from the night before. Once all 
cats have eaten, wash all plates.  
 
Water bowls: (see cleaning protocol document for details) Wash all bowls and the cat water 
fountain every day and sanitize by spraying with 10% bleach, rinsing thoroughly after sanitizing. 
Fill bowls 1⁄3 full using water from the water dispenser. Do not fill more than 1⁄3 full because we 
change out water daily and want to minimize waste. Make sure that the cat water fountain is 
topped off because the pump will burn out if the water level is too low.  
 
Litter Boxes: scoop litter boxes and top off with litter as needed. Conserve as much unsoiled 
litter as possible by sifting it with a scoop into a trash bag and returning the solid pellets to the 
original box. Set aside litter boxes that are particularly soiled to be cleaned (see cleaning 
protocol). When putting new litter boxes out into the room, note the current date using a post-it 
note stuck on box.  
 
○ Clean walls, baseboards and floor near litter boxes as needed. Check under the litter boxes to 
be sure floor is clean.  

○ Floors: Vacuum rugs. Sweep the floor with broom into the dustpan, then use damp mop to clean floor 
(bucket and mop are in back). In general, mop on every other day (check last mop date noted on the 
small dry erase board on the walk-in door). 

○ If the mop heads are dirty, put them in the laundry basket to be washed. Throw swiffer pads away if 
soiled. Mop under couches, chairs, behind baskets.  

○ Clean the toilet, floor and baseboards of the bathroom; make sure sinks are clean using Comet  

○ Rinse, bleach, and rinse again the orange bucket if used, plus all sponges. Squeeze sponges out. 
Put the blue sponge that was used to clean the litter boxes in the box labelled “blue sponge” on lower 
shelf below the clean boxes..  

○ Vestibule - sweep or shake out the rug; mop floor as needed; empty trash can; wipe small table.  

○ Sanctuary - shake out the white rugs on each shelf. With a wet paper towel, wipe down cat beds, 
rolling the fur off. Alternatively, use a lint roller.  



○ Desk area - wipe down desk and shelves as needed.  

○ Main room - dust all surfaces, shelves, tables and cubby boxes  

○ Cat trees - with a hand broom, sweep off hair and lint so the cat trees are clean and free of debris  
 
Once a week tasks  

● Clean coffee maker inside and out  

● Wash out the inside and outside of 3 garbage cans as needed  

● Wipe down cat shelves that are on the front and side walls of the main room  

● Wide all window sills  

● Clean glass doors of Sanctuary as needed  

● Wipe down water dispenser  

Days we’re open to the public (Thursdays through Sundays):  

○ Couch & pillows: Uncover the couch and fold sheets. They are stored in a bin in the Sanctuary. Run a 
lint brush over the couch if needed.  

○ Curtains get tied back to let the light in (ties are in the cabinet on bottom shelf of the retail area).  

○ Retail setup: most items are in the cabinets below the 2 retail areas. Set the baskets on the shelves 
and side table  

○ Do not take cookies from the freezer (in the small fridge) unless there are none in the retail cabinet.  

○ Trash cans - make sure cans in bathroom and by coffee station have clean trash bags in them.  

○ Place the large Dancing Cat sandwhich board on the sidewalk.  

○ Other: Look at the dry-erase board on the wall in the storage area for other notes.  

Note on the Daily Log Book anything that seems unusual in the room or about a specific cat. Be sure 
to share concerns about any cat with the Operations Manager.  The Daily Log book is on the desk.  


